LAZY SUSAN

Peter Swing gave his baby son,
Gianni, the middle name Lenin
— in honor of the Russian
Marxist revolutionary Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin.

Writer Angela Chung
Unlike Long Duk Dong in Sixteen Candles and my childhood classmate Kil-Her, I
was spared the angst of having a name that
invited peer torment. Nor was I saddled with
a name that, like Gogol Ganguli’s in The
Namesake, was inherently non-conducive
to sexual foreplay.
I was named Angela, supposedly after
my aunt’s Italian American best friend from
Philadelphia. My Korean immigrant parents,
who arrived in the late 1970s, also gave me
a Korean middle name — Megyung, meaning “pretty landscape” — which I embraced
only upon joining a radical leftist organization in college.
Now I’m 31 and my generation is producing kids — lots of them. Asian Americans constitute 4 percent of the US population, according to the US Census, yet
account for one of the largest portions of
the last decade’s 83 percent population increase (second to Latinos).
Among the main perpetrators of this
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baby boom are politically active Asian
Americans who name their broods after
revolutionaries. For such Asian Americans,
naming kids after inspirational figures is a
way to memorialize our communities’ struggles and triumphs in the US sociopolitical
landscape. Many choose names that enshrine a sense of history, a moment in time,
a conviction or a social vision.
Filipino American Peter Swing gave his
baby son, Gianni, the middle name Lenin —
in honor of the Russian Marxist revolutionary
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. Swing, now a communications director for the Asian Law Caucus
in San Francisco, “saw the reality of the US
military abroad” while serving on two tours
of duty, one in Kosovo and one two weeks
after 9/11, prior to his honorable discharge
(before the Iraq war began). His son’s name
reflects convictions formed during his postmilitary political awakening at the University
of California, Berkeley, sparked by Swing’s
mentor, Asian American studies Professor
Ronald Takaki.
Wayie Ly and Johnny Cabaddu, San
Francisco Bay Area activists and media
makers, wanted to honor a certain Asian
American living legend in naming their baby.
Their toddler daughter bears the name
of Yuri Kochiyama — who is the couple’s

Angela Chung is a public defender with Los
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Over Their Heads
MyMomIsAFob.com and
MyDadIsAFob.com make light of
unintended gaffes. We showed our
parents. They laughed — a little.
Writer Lisa Wong Macabasco
From: [Mom]
To: [Eunice]
Subject: RE: you’re not the only one…
Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2008 20:07:17 -0500
Thanks for sharing, but I don’t understand all.
What is the name of Website mean? My mom
is a fob?
Chinese moms are very loving and caring
moms, right?
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For some Asian American activist
parents, naming their kids is a political affair.
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Naming Revolution

mentor, a family friend and the subject of
their documentary, Freedom Fighters —
with a twist. In an act they describe as both
personal and political, Ly and Cabaddu
chose the name Yurika. They agreed that
this name, which phonetically evokes Gold
Rush era exclamations, was to signify the
87-year-old activist’s humility and her passion for civil and human rights.
Daniel Kim, community organizer and
English professor, and his partner, Cheryl
Higashida, had no difficulty agreeing to
name their baby: Nathanael Kunio Jaewon
Kim. This name encapsulates the Japanese
and Korean heritage of their son, who is 5,
as well as their vision for a more just world.
“Nathanael” in particular holds dual meaning: It reflects Higashida’s appreciation for
her favorite writer, Nathanael West, and
Kim’s admiration for Nat Turner, the black
slave who led a revolt against white plantation owners.
For Jennifer “Emiko” Kuida, director of
the Little Tokyo Service Center in Los Angeles, naming her daughter took painstaking deliberation. Maiya Grace Kuida-Osumi,
4, is named after both Maya Angelou and
Grace Lee Boggs. “We are trying to raise
her to be independent, free-thinking and
open-minded,” says Kuida, who has already introduced Maiya to Boggs. “She
doesn’t quite understand [her name] now,
but she will.”
The torch of freedom and hope, which
our post-civil rights generation has received
from mentors and heroes, will pass again to
today’s newborns. When these babies grow
up, they in turn — if they choose — will continue the legacy of their socially conscious
predecessors and namesakes.

Thus is the entirety of a post on the
humor blog MyMomIsAFob.com, launched
last fall by California college students Serena Wu and Teresa Wu (no relation) and
enthusiastically received by most any Asian
American endowed with a working Internet
connection, a snarky sense of humor and
an immigrant mother who proffers unsolicited, grammatically flawed advice on life,
dating, current events and protecting oneself on the Internet.
Although the inability of immigrant

Asian parents and their Americanized children and grandchildren to comprehend
each other has long been milked for comedic effect (see Cho, Margaret; or Peters,
Russell), only the Internet could provide a
communal place to roll one’s eyes or smirk
at fobby moms across America.
And many posts on MyMomIsAFob.
com and its spin off, MyDadIsAFob.com,
concern the clash of not only generations
and cultures but also new, easy-to-learn
technology that has allowed parents unprecedented access into their offsprings
lives. Young, wired Asian Americans had
only a few promiscuous years of independence on email, chat, text and social networking websites before their parents arrived — poker-faced, in house slippers and
your old T-shirts — ready to crash the party.
(Full disclosure: Hyphenmagazine.com has
a nonmonetary ad exchange arrangement
with MyMomIsAFob.com.)
But the site raises the question — that
eternal query for Asian Americans of all
generations — what would Mom think? To
find out, Hyphen staffers asked their moms
and dads.
Copy Chief Kimberly Lien’s dad, a Chinese immigrant from Vietnam, didn’t find the
site very interesting, but laughed at a post

where one mother used plus signs instead
of spaces in her text messages. “At least
she knows how to text,” he said. “That’s
very good already!”
The Hong Kong Chinese immigrant
mother of Hyphen co-founder and blogger
Claire Light expressed similar ambivalence
in an email: “OK, what I think about the conversation of all those FOB moms are quite
funny first. At least some are. But after a
while, it become rather boring. Most of the
funny parts are just the misuse of words in
the same sound. I don’t think that are insulting. But I get the feeling that those conversation have a bit of dumbing down the
mothers. Anyway, this is my feeling.”
American-born Asian mothers seem
less comfortable with some aspects of the
site, from the teasing tone to the cavalier
use of the word “FOB,” which stands for
“Fresh Off the Boat” and has long been
used to refer, often pejoratively, to unassimilated Asian immigrants. My mother, a
third-generation Chinese American, said
she thought the site was amusing but found
“the ‘FOB’ part, in [her] mind, a bit offensive. Anyone who’s in the Asian community
will find it the same.”
A third-generation Japanese American
mom did laugh at nearly every entry she
read with her daughter, Hyphen contributor Emily Leach. However upon hearing
that mothers do not always know about
these posts, she reconsidered: “It’s not so
good if they’re doing it behind their back in
a snarky, we’re-cool-and-our-parents-arenot-so-cool attitude. They should at least
let their parents know.”
The founders swear their intentions are
all out of love. “We’re not trying to make fun
of our moms,” they write on the site, “we
think they’re freakin’ adorable, and we want
to showcase those precious moments to a
community of 2nd-generation Asian American kids who know exactly what it’s like to
be on the receiving end of that amazing,
unconditional, and sometimes misspelled
love.”
But maybe the younger generation
should look at its own diction, as Leach’s
mother suggests. “They should be more
sympathetic because kids also say stupid
things as well. Like the term ‘that’s sick’
— what the hell is that?” she said, laughing. “What the hell does that mean? What is
wrong with you?”
Spoken like a true mom.
Lisa Wong Macabasco is Hyphen’s Features editor.
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